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Abstract

In the context of structural integration, the author compares the incomprehensible process of traditional Japanese 
Zen koan practice with the similarly mysterious process of practicing SourcePoint Therapy®. This comparison 
illuminates a receptive, embodied way of being which these two practices share.

PERSPECTIVE

The Koan of SourcePoint: Comparing SourcePoint 

Therapy to Traditional Japanese Zen Koan Practice

If I can get you to the place where you recognize the 
security of insecurity, you will have made the first 
step forward” (Rolf, 1978, p. 111).
Touching bodies is more than just moving fascia 

around. Being present with clients opens us to 
unforeseen levels of communicating and relating. 
Listening with our total being, structural integration 
(SI) can feel very spiritual, beyond our rational 
capacity to understand. Some SI practitioners will be 
attracted to exploring this communication and how 
it relates to our lives. SourcePoint Therapy® has been 
a bridge for me to explore this.

SourcePoint Therapy is an energetic approach 
to structural integration. “Recognition of the 
importance of an energetic approach was inherent 
in Dr. Rolf ’s holistic world-view as expressed in her 
teachings and talks... the movement of structural 
integration toward a non-formulaic approach focused 
on the needs of the individual, naturally leads to an 
incorporation of an energetic approach [SourcePoint 
Therapy] that is extremely accurate in assessing those 
needs” (McCall & Shrei, 2010, p.37).

This article compares the practice of SourcePoint 
Therapy (taught at the Rolf Institute® for seven years 

as continuing education) with the Zen practice of 
koans. I will begin by describing the unique practice 
of traditional koan study to illuminate unforeseen 
possibilities in consciousness, before showing 
how SourcePoint practice utilizes a similar way of 
interacting with reality. This way of interacting allows 
the practitioner’s state of mind to be open and vast, 
yet focused and practical. My hope is to illuminate 
a receptive, embodied way of being that will help SI 
practitioners connect with their clients and themselves.

Background
After an injury in college, I discovered Rolfing®. The 
ten series started me on a path of healing, and I went 
to Japan to further explore healing from the inside 
out. I spent my twenties in Zen monasteries in the 
U.S and Japan. After coming back, I looked for a 
medium to express the healing I experienced in med-
itation and other internal energetic practices. I chose 
structural integration. After completing my initial 
training at the Soma Institute, I have continued my 
SI studies through SourcePoint Therapy.

The creators of SourcePoint Therapy are Bob 
Schrei, a long-time Rolfer™, and his wife, Donna 
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Thomson, both of whom spent many years in a 
Zen center. SourcePoint references the Blueprint of 
Health, “a specific ordering, organizing energy field 
that contains the information that gives rise to the 
human body and maintains its health” (Schrei & 
Thomson, 2015a, p. 3). This blueprint is the guiding 
factor for the practitioner to find what Jeff Maitland 
said were the three things a practitioner needs to 
answer in a session: where to begin a session with a 
client, where to work next on the body, and when to 
finish the session (2012, p. 50).

In the West, we are often assaulted by vague 
references to “energy,” which has acquired New Age, 
“woo-woo” associations. The Japanese language, on 
the other hand, has a deep appreciation for energetic 
subtleties, and the archaic Zen terms for energy are 
even more specific (Moore, 2018). The word kiai is 
used to address a certain flavor, quality, or magnitude 
of energy which can be sensed by others. Ba refers 
to an energy field around a realized person, which 
affects others in close proximity. Kyogai identifies a 
person’s state of mind, through actions and presence. 
In this paper, I will be using the word “energy” often 
and the Japanese words when appropriate.

Zen koan practice prepared me to practice 
SourcePoint Therapy, as there are profound similarities 
between the two practices. In order to connect with 
the Blueprint of Health, the SourcePoint practitioner 
must let go of the mind which desires to calculate and 
understand and allow this transformative energetic 
field of information to show us the way. Similarly, Zen 
koans require the Zen practitioner to let go of his/her 
rational mind to receive the transformative wisdom of 
the koan process.

Koan Practice: Connecting to an 
Inner Beacon
Koan practice is rooted in zazen (seated Zen medi-
tation). Without zazen, koan practice has no depth. 
Zazen is a practice to tap into life energy, a field of 
wisdom, allowing it to open, permeate and transform 
us. Over time, without understanding it intellectu-
ally but through being deeply embodied, we see that 
this life energy enlightens us to the cosmic order of 
things. After our zazen meditation has deepened to 
the point that we have had a significant breakthrough 
in our consciousness, we begin koan practice.

Koans are short paradoxical stories describing 

situations through which an enlightened master 
displays their liberated state of mind. By working 
with these situations, the student’s own state of 
mind is transformed to grasp the incomprehensible 
meaning of the koan. This helps the student embody 
a more profound connection to everyday life. Here is 
a fairly straightforward example of a koan from the 
Blue Cliff Record:

A monk asked Ching Ch’ing, “I am breaking out; 
I ask the Teacher to break in.”

Ching Ch’ing said, “Can you live or not?”
The monk said, “If I weren’t alive, I’d be laughed at 

by people.”
Ching Ch’ing said, “You too are a man in the 

weeds.” (Cleary & Cleary, 1978, p. 104)

In a private interview with the Roshi (Zen master), 
we are given a koan. We then have to find the answer 
and bring it to the Roshi later that day. The answer 
can be verbal or it can be a physical act, it is given 
in sanzen (private interview), and it will have a 
particular energetic flavor (kiai) to it – it can’t be 
Googled. We don’t have any idea what question the 
koan is asking, let alone the answer to the koan. We 
are lost. Our intellect has no safe place to anchor. We 
must find the security of insecurity, a way beyond our 
intellect, in order to move forward.

Immediately our clinging, searching mind grasps 
onto the koan. We go back to our analytical mind 
from college thinking we’ll outsmart those old men 
in the stories. Excited, we take our answer into 
sanzen, but the Roshi scowls and tells us to not use 
our brains. He can see our state of mind (kyogai), and 
how we have not passed the koan. He tells us to “be 
more real.” The answer must come from becoming 
one with the specific energetic field of the koan.

Two or three times a day, for days on end, we have 
to see the Roshi and try to speak or act out some 
kind of answer. The key to finding the answer lies in 
diving into our fundamental innate truth of being 
alive, while at the same time suspending our mind’s 
tendency to try and figure out the koan and allowing 
the question it poses to mold us. It requires being 
skillful enough to hold all of these things at once.

When our intellectual grasping is exhausted 
and we are totally absorbed in the koan, something 
unmistakable transforms in our state of mind. We 
have found the security of insecurity. A door opens 
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within us, and our experience of reality matures in a 
profound, unexpected way. When we go to visit the 
Roshi, he can see the change. We’ve been cultivated 
by the informational field of the koan. We have 
become the koan.

After we have gone through the initial process of 
the koan, the Roshi tells us to bring in a short poem 
called a go, or “capping phrase,” to further clarify 
our understanding. We have to find a poem with the 
same kiai (energetic quality) as the koan we just went 
through. For days we search madly through the huge 
book of poems, needing one to take in to see the 
Roshi. Going through the book, page after page, we 
finally come across one and our whole body responds 
with a felt sense of clarity. Most importantly, we 
have more exquisitely developed a way of searching 
without merely the intellect, an inner beacon to 
discover an answer which aligns with a greater field of 
wisdom.

Over time, our natural way of being in daily life 
functions more from this inner guidance than from 
our calculating mind. It is as if our internal north star 
is guiding us as we navigate through our daily lives. 
It was by allowing this guidance that I encountered 
SourcePoint Therapy, which gave me a medium to 
implement that Zen way of being.

Development of SourcePoint Therapy
From 2007 until 2013, Bob Schrei and Ray McCall, 
both longtime Rolfers, taught a continuing education 
class through the Rolf Institute entitled SourcePoint 
Therapy: An Energetic Foundation for Non-Formulaic 
Rolfing. This class naturally developed into the Sour-
cePoint workshops that Bob and Donna now teach 
worldwide. To further understand the connection of 
SourcePoint Therapy to structural integration, please 
see Schrei and McCall’s article from the 2010 IASI 
Yearbook entitled SourcePoint Therapy: An Energetic 
Approach to Structural Integration.

SourcePoint Therapy emerged out of Bob Schrei 
and Donna Thomson’s many years of internal work, 
in a Zen center and then beyond. Having done many 
years of meditation, sitting hour after hour, they 
were transformed. The more one sits, the more one 
becomes aware of energetic patterns in the body, and 
the clearer it is that the body is continually shaped 
and harmonized by an energetic field of wisdom. 

As told to the class in SourcePoint Module Three, 

which I attended in 2016, the single point from 
which SourcePoint originally evolved was Bob’s 
experience that no matter what he did as a Rolfer, 
some clients were not getting better. SourcePoint 
came out of his personal, meticulous inquiry into 
what happens when people heal. It took years, but 
Donna and Bob coalesced their many interests and 
decades of internal practice into a comprehensive 
healing system.

Theory Behind SourcePoint
In ancient times, the line between art and healing did 
not exist. A shaman was a healer, musician, and artist 
(Matthews, 2013). Walking into a SourcePoint work-
shop in Santa Fe, it is clear that one is walking into 
a field of information. There are golden geometric 
paintings by Bob on the walls depicting the Source-
Point field. It is evident that, for Bob and Donna, the 
Blueprint is not just an idea, but something which 
permeates their lives.

In the SourcePoint Module One slide presenta-
tion, Bob describes:

“The fundamental principle of SourcePoint 
Therapy is that there is an energetic Blueprint or 
information field that gives rise to, maintains, and 
repairs the human body. This energetic pattern 
contains the information for the highest potential 
that we have as human beings, including the 
information for optimal structural and functional 
health, as well as emotional and spiritual wellbeing. 
In SourcePoint Therapy we address the blockages 
that obstruct the flow of information of the 
Blueprint” (Thomson & Schrei, 2015, p. 16).

We each have this universal Blueprint of Health 
within us; it is a template of health. The universal 
Blueprint manifests into individual being, so this 
truth is both universal and individual. Dr. Rolf also 
mentions a blueprint, saying:

“A joyous radiance of health is attained only 
as the body conforms more nearly to its inherent 
pattern. This pattern, this form, this Platonic idea, is 
the blueprint for structure. In turn, the function of 
this more appropriate pattern is vitality, vitality of 
a degree unknown to the average person…For most 
people in the real world, the pattern body has been 
lost or is no longer visible. Therefore, in our culture, 
there is little or no recognition of what the ideal 
pattern looks like” (1989, p. 16).
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This template of health or “Platonic idea” has been 
there all along, and as practitioners we are clarifying 
our own connection to it. We align ourselves with 
it as a way of life, and so our work is increasingly 
imbued with it.

SourcePoint Therapy in Practice
In practice, we are working with the client’s body 
under our hands, and at the same time we are re-
ceiving information from the universal Blueprint of 
Health. So, like koans, we must be able to focus on 
both things at once. Rather than just doing a body 
reading or watching the client’s gait at the beginning 
of the session to come up with a plan, we also use the 
Blueprint as a guide to continually discover where to 
work. This can be helpful; in an SI session it is some-
times difficult to know where to start, where to work 
next, and when the session is finished. By connecting 
with the Blueprint to do a body scan, we find the pri-
mary blockage to the client’s health at this moment.

SourcePoint might employ all the various types 
of touch as a traditional SI session – we might use 
an elbow or very light, energetic, non-doing touch. 
With time, as we do SourcePoint more, it becomes 
clear that the Blueprint is more the focus than nerves, 
fascia, or joints. If we clarify our connection to the 
Blueprint, the physical health of the body is able to 
sort itself out. We are working with the source that 
the body emerges from. This is a shocking concept 
at first, especially for those of us who were trained 
primarily in biomechanical models dealing with 
fascia, movement, and anatomy.

When we first learn SourcePoint it involves 
unknown territory. We don’t know if we are doing 
it right. We learn to address specific points in the 
energy field around the body, but we don’t trust it 
yet. It is all very foreign, but as our relationship with 
the Blueprint matures over time we gradually begin 
to trust it. Later, while working with a client, I find 
the primary blockage point which is obstructing 
the information of the Blueprint. I don’t quite 
understand why the blockage shows up in a place I 
never would have predicted, but am able to trust the 
process. Then, after the session, the client excitedly 
tells me that her whole body reacted and shifted from 
the point of that primary blockage.

We use that connection with the Blueprint as a 
guide to triangulate the right spot, just as in Zen we 

are able to use an inner beacon to find the right poem 
for a koan. Then it is as if we have connected the dots, 
the line between energy and form dissolves, and the 
system dramatically responds. As it says in the Heart 
Sutra (Harada, 2011, p. 1):

O Shariputra, form does not differ
from emptiness, emptiness does
not differ from form.
That which is form is emptiness,
that which is emptiness form.
The same is true of feelings,
perceptions, impulses,
consciousness.

In Zen, we have a term: “the thing itself ” — not 
the idea of the thing. This is similar to “the map is 
not the territory,” a well-known quote from Rolf ’s 
intellectual influence, Alfred Korzybski (2010). In 
SourcePoint, by connecting with the Blueprint, we 
sort out the thing itself for the session, finding exactly 
what the client needs right now. It may be that we 
are creating space for a kidney to settle into a more 
appropriate position, or we may be helping the fascial 
layers wrapping the lungs to shear, but diving into 
our real experience of touching this person at this 
moment is not an idea or a story. With SourcePoint, 
it is not just that we get better at connecting with the 
Blueprint to help clients; we eventually become the 
Blueprint, just as in Zen we become the koan.

Conclusion
Encountering SourcePoint Therapy was a gateway 
to integrating my Zen training into my life. Most of 
us Zen folks discovered a beautifully innate healing, 
but we don’t know how to express it very well. When 
we leave the monastery, we have this great tool — a 
hidden gear within us, illuminating, always process-
ing this inner/outer alchemy — but we often have 
difficulty sharing this tool with the world. Both vast 
and focused, SourcePoint is a language to explore 
manifesting this emptiness.

In working with koans, we become the koan, and 
the practice changes how we relate to everything. 
In koans, we learn to move from a place beyond 
our logical brains to discover ways to continually 
align with the field of truth. It is the same with 
SourcePoint. In a session, by being open to the 
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Blueprint, perhaps not understanding why we have 
found a blockage in a certain place, we are guided to 
help the body connect with real health.

For me, in the two practices, I feel like I have my 
finger on the same pulse. My interest in SourcePoint 
is a desire to communicate something genuinely true, 
to work with and explore how we heal, and to delve 
further into what it is that we are doing when we 
touch bodies. SourcePoint is a container to explore 
that, as is Zen a container to explore reality.

As structural integrators, it is my hope that we 
will continue to explore the security of insecurity 
in our work. Cultivating a receptive, embodied way 
of being will help us serve our clients. Zen Master 
Hakuin, in his wish to liberate people from suffering 
in the world, wrote about the patience involved in 
cultivating students to open up their minds. He knew 
it could not be forced, and he could not do it for 
them:

“One day when I was in Mino Province, I observed 
a cicada casting its skin in the shade. It managed to 
get its head free, and then its hands and feet emerged 
one after the other. Only its left wing remained 
inside, adhering to the old skin. It didn’t look as if the 
cicada would ever get that wing unstuck. Watching 
it struggling to free itself, I was moved by feelings 
of pity to assist it with my fingernail. ‘Excellent,’ I 
thought. ‘Now you are free to go on your way.’ But 
the wing I had touched remained shut and would 
not open. The cicada never was able to fly the way it 
should have. Watching it, I felt ashamed of myself, 
regretting deeply what I had done” (Ekaku & Wadell, 
2012, p. 29).

We, as sentient beings, long to connect with 
each other, with nature, with health, and to express 
ourselves. Zen practice, SourcePoint, and indeed 
structural integration, are containers for making 
that connection and expression possible. Perhaps, as 
structural integrators, we can learn from Hakuin and 
his cicada. Without force, but rather with listening 
and presence, we can connect with our clients, the 
Blueprint, and ourselves, so that both client and 
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practitioner may open our minds and spread our 
wings. 
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